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Oro Belle Guzzler Now Providing “Liquid Gold” To Wildlife
By Debbie Miller Marschke

On October 24, 2020 SCBS installed a brand-new East Mojave big game guzzler in the Castle Mountains.
This was achieved by and through a partnership with an active mining company, Castle Mountain Ventures /
Equinox Gold, upon an area that had been already disturbed by mining work. The area was located within the
operation zone of the currently active mining property within the Castle Mountains Monument, upon Bureau of
Land Management property. This was a monumental accomplishment in light of the Covid-19 restrictions that
have thwarted activities in most other wildlife conservation organizations (including government agencies), and
SCBS followed through with a safe and successful result.
The Castle Mountains include a historical mining district that has been active for more than 100 years.
Mining activity was first recorded on December 19, 1907 by James H. Hart, and brothers Bert and Clark Hitt.
They filed a claim for their original discovery, naming the prospect “Oro Belle” by combining both French and
Spanish words that translate as “Beautiful Gold”. The ore was easily extracted by free milling, yielding 500
ounces of gold per ton. Naturally, this was the catalyst for the immediate rush that followed; folks began flocking
to the area in droves using any means of transportation they could arrange. The nearest supply merchants were
located in Searchlight, Nevada. Prospectors transformed a two-tent camp into the boom town of Hart, with a
population of 700 by February of 1908. After the initial rush peaked, prospectors fanned out and worked the
surrounding landscape but the town began to fade. By 1920, the mining interest switched from gold to industrial

clays. As new gold extraction technologies were developed, the area was periodically revisited by various gold
mining companies. In 1991, Viceroy Gold Corporation quarried the Oro Belle pit until 2001. Castle Mountain
Ventures acquired the active claims in 2012.
Reliable water sources in the Castle Mountains have been an ongoing challenge. The historic town of Hart
needed to freight water in by the barrel from the railroad stop at Barnwell until a pipeline was connected north to
Malpais Spring, six miles distant. The National Park Service inventoried the Castle Mountain Monument’s water
resources during a study in 2016 , documenting the known natural springs or water sources available; none were
flowing. In past years SCBS, with the permission of Viceroy Gold, installed a Boss Tank style guzzler in the
center of their active mining operations which has been supplying the local bighorn sheep population with a
reliable water source. It has been observed that Bighorn Sheep appear to tolerate the activities of an active mining
operation very well and enjoy living upon the graded steps of quarries. Other mining operations, such as Specialty
Minerals and Mitsubishi in Hesperia, California, and OMYA near Amboy, California, have had dump truck
drivers regularly document the presence of bighorn sheep within the active mining zones.
SCBS and Equinox forged a partnership and discussed placement of a new guzzler system to be located
on the exterior perimeter of the active operation zone. The groundwork was handled by SCBS Board Member
Gary Thomas, and the project had been in the development stages for several years. Initially, SCBS planned on
installing the new system in spring of 2020. The onset of Covid 19 brought a temporary shut down of the mining
operations and consequently the project was placed on an indefinite hold. I took over as Project Coordinator
sometime around May of 2020, poised for the next opportunity to resume work on the project. Discussions with
our contact at the mine, Aren Hall (Environmental Manager) , began to gain traction during the summertime. On
September 11, 2020, Glenn Sudmeier, Steve Marschke, and I met with Aren Hall at the mine and project site.
The area was surveyed; an abundance and variety of vegetation was noted along the slopes of the surrounding
landscape. Originally, a two tank system had been planned. The presence of suitable browse and favorable escape
terrain suggested that we upgrade our plan to three tanks to accommodate future positive recruitment in the herd.
Glenn and Steve re-engineered the footprint plan for the new guzzler. We also scouted potential group campsites.
During our visit we spotted five bighorn.
The main challenges for the installation of the guzzler were the rocky nature of the proposed site and the
location on a side slope. Normally, SCBS guzzlers do not require extensive excavation for the placement of the
Raincatcher system; the “Oro Belle” guzzler was obviously a system that commanded more than hand tools and
sweat equity from the volunteers. The use of Equinox’s excavating equipment was discussed with Aren. It was
agreed that the Mine would take care of the pre-excavation in advance. During the following weeks, Aren and I
communicated by phone and email while the area was prepared with heavy machinery. Steve and I returned to
the project site on October 9, 2020 to monitor progress and we saw three enormous class 4 rams in the vicinity of
the new guzzler.
The installation schedule began on Thursday October 22, 2020. John Voght traveled to the designated
group camp site and placed SCBS project signs on the turnoff point of the paved road. Equinox Gold had arranged
the placement of two porta-potties at the group campsite for our convenience. Our extraordinary Project Cook,
Rodger Lopez, arrived at camp on Friday afternoon and began setting up. Roger erected a large canopy, which
boasted lights powered by a generator, and several banquet tables. Rodger provided the volunteer crew with
breakfast and dinners during the project, complete with “touchless” serving protocols and masked/ gloved food
preparation to comply with Covid safety measures. He was assisted by his son Steven VandarGriff and Steven’s
fiancée Arianna Cerventes. Our wholehearted “thanks” goes to our cooks for providing us with delicious meals
and for the extra measures taken to keep us all safe.

Project volunteers began to roll in and set up their camps during the latter part of Friday, October 23. Jeff
Crouse and Jenny Hinojosa, driving the SCBS Big Red truck, arrived with the SCBS tools and a trailer with two
Raincatcher tanks. Frank Rorabaugh arrived with a second trailer with the additional Raincatcher tank. On
Saturday morning, mine representatives Aren Hall and Ralph McCullers arrived at the SCBS group campsite to
give us a mine safety briefing. Topics of discussion included the wearing of face coverings, working around
active excavation equipment, general safety, and the need for escorts while traveling within the mine property.
After having our temperatures taken at the front gate, the volunteers were allowed to caravan with an escort
through the active mine to the project location.

Saturday’s weather was perfect for a guzzler installation. This was a relief because just one week prior,
temperatures were hot and uncomfortable. Upon our arrival, the work site exploded with activity and the
volunteers split into two work teams. The largest group headed uphill to work on the rain mat. The Mine had
rough graded the area with heavy machinery, and the SCBS crew handled the finish work. The surface was raked
of rocks, and an outer perimeter of sand bags was constructed to create a lip. The Hypalon mat was unfurled and
stretched across the site, overlapping the sand bag edges “like the crust of a home made pie”(quoting Glenn
Sudmeier). Then the crew scattered, returning with sizable rocks which were placed on the rain mat and covering
the edges. Due to the fact that this work site was fairly rocky, the volunteers did not need to venture far from the
rain mat to find what was needed. Meanwhile, the Raincatcher tank crew prepared for the placement of the tanks.
Ralph McCullers, an Equinox employee, operated a backhoe to assist in fine tuning the area while SCBS
volunteers used hand tools to manipulate the edges of the hole until it was deemed satisfactory. The floor surface
was painstakingly leveled, using measurement tools and a 2 x 4 wooden stud as a guide. Next the trailers with
the Raincatcher tanks were staged next to the hole, and Ralph used the backhoe to lift them off the trailers. The

crew used ropes to assist in guiding the tanks into place, and Ralph skillfully set the tanks into place. Three 2300
gallon Raincatcher tanks were placed in a row “like babies in a nursery” (quoting Sudmeier again).
A really tasty deli style box lunch was provided to everyone by Equinox, which was welcomed by all.
There were several sandwich selections to suit any taste, with chips and soft batch cookies. The work on the rain
mat had been completed, so after lunch we focused on burying the tanks and completing the plumbing. Zach
Thomas and Frank Rorabaugh had made great progress on the plumbing. There was much back filling to be done,
and the crew did not finish the task on Saturday. All of the work that was achieved on Saturday was captured on
film and documented by SCBS member volunteer David Hawxhurst. David edited and produced a wonderful
video for us, which is recommended viewing for all SCBS volunteers and fans.
You Tube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1lx3mlvjTo . SCBS member Monte Hammer also made a video, which is
a complementary companion to Hawxhurst’s work: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Dvf3FtvrLA (or search
Oro Belle guzzler on You Tube). The crew returned to camp, where Rodger had dinner waiting for us. Everyone
received a door prize as a thank you for participating. Special thanks to project participant Mignon Slentz, who
provided her own handcrafted artwork which was included in the disbursed door prizes.
The crew returned to the project site on Sunday to finish burying the tanks and placement of the artificial
rock shade covers over the drinker openings. I applied my artist abilities, spray painting the shade covers with
camouflaging using natural colors observed in the surrounding landscape. Much backfilling was needed between
the excavated hillside and the tanks that the crew could not completely cover the tanks, leaving a small percentage
uncovered. This was inconsequential because within a few days of the project, Equinox used their machinery to
complete the job to our specifications perfectly. SCBS departed from the site of the newest guzzler, the “Oro
Belle”, with the system in working order and ready for water. There was possible rain in the forecast for the
following Monday, but the storm did not bless the guzzler with precipitation. Equinox took the initiative to haul
water to Oro Belle before Thanksgiving, and the guzzler was ready for sheep. On January 11, 2021 Equinox
reported that the sheep have found the guzzler, spotting 10 bighorn in the vicinity and telltale hoof prints all
around the drinker!
Special thanks are in order:










Gary and Zach Thomas, for the initial work with the mine and getting this project started.
John and Linda Roy, for handling the sign up process including all those phone calls and emails.
Glenn Sudmeier, for stepping away from safer-at-home quarantine to visit the site in person and for
engineering the custom design of the system on site.
Jeff and Jenny Crouse, for handling the responsibilities of delivering Big Red to the project laden with
critical supplies (including trailer with 2 tanks).
Frank Rorabaugh, for trailering and delivering tank #3 to the project with his personal truck.
Rodger Lopez, for serving the crew tasty meals with Covid compliant safety measures, and for always
having a positive attitude.
Steve Marschke, SCBS President (and my husband) for all the work contributed leading up to the project,
and serving as our chief plumber.
To all who volunteered, for leaving our group campsite in better shape than we found it.
To all volunteers that made this important project a success: Danny Antillon, Peter Beas, Chris Bowers,
Ariana Cervantez, Joseph Cimarusti, Tony Cimarusti, Jeff Crouse, Ken Eltrich, Greg Flewin, Jessica
Gonzales, Juan Gonzales, Bob & Sandy Greer, Monte Hammer, David Hawxhurst, David Hess, Jenny
Hinojosa, Bill Kulungian, Norm Lopez, Rodger Lopez, John Maley, Steve Marschke, Alejandro Meza,





Debbie Miller Marschke, Arioch M’greene, David M’greene, Mike Morgan, Don Moore, Don’s son
Travis Martin, Joe Preiss, Caleb Rod, Malcomb Roode, Frank Rorhbach, Mignon Slentz, Lauren Thomas,
Zach Thomas, Steven VandarGriff, and John Voght.
Wild Sheep Foundation for providing funding for the costs of supplies and materials for the installation
of Oro Belle.
To the exceptional employees of Equinox for their contributions during the project: Aren Hall, Ralph
McCullers, and Matt Beshears.
To Castle Mountain Ventures / Equinox Gold for their confidence in SCBS, a successful partnership,
and the generous donation to SCBS.

Above: Aren Hall & Ralph McCullers

Emergency Water Haul to Cady Too ~~ January 14, 2021
By Connor Weber
Twelve rode out Thursday morning, January 14th, 2021 for an emergency water haul in the Cady
Mountains. Of the dozen, ten hauled water totes in their trucks including Doug Appel; John Nelson drove SCBS’s
iconic Big Red. It was my first time hauling a tote in my truck and the quarter ton only reasonably allowed for
filling the cube half-way as to not push the suspension which I am happy to report handled the old route 66’ and
the eight miles of trail just fine.
Upon our initial inspection we noticed how clean the drinker boxes were of dirt and debris. Special thanks
to SCBS President, Steve Marschke and Debbie Miller-Marschke who hauled 250 gallons on their own and dug
out the dirt from the boxes a few days prior to our visit.
The tanks were low. Summer monsoons last year had passed over the area giving the system no rain in
over 9 months. The herd is known to drink up to 150 gallons a day in this area at times and the Cady Too Drinker
saw significant use in 2020. Both electronic monitors at Newberry and Cady were discovered to be inaccurate
and future work will involve adjusting water level sensors.
Our trucks dropped off each payload in quick succession with gravity doing most of the work. During the
fill we looked into issues related to earth falling on the rain collection mat to gain insight for future installs and
replacements. The mat was cleaned off of debris and scat via a leaf-blower which turned out be a clever solution
for the problem.
This particular drinker location had been upgraded and moved three years prior and Monte Hammer and
I took a hike to the location of the old drinker where we came upon a lamb skull. Examining it we were reminded
of the reasons for our mission.
In total nearly 5,000 gallons of water were delivered in the day’s trip, completely filling the tanks. We
finished early and broke for lunch before packing it up. There was even time for a couple beers.
Our caravan left at high noon with the steep canyon walls still providing shade to the site. The warblers
were flying all around us, curious and thankful for our work. It would not be long before other wildlife would
return to the water as well.
Another haul will be scheduled for February to the nearby Newberry drinker.

Cady Too And The Volunteers That Made A Difference
The Cady Too wildlife drinker was constructed on September 22, 2017 after obtaining necessary permits
with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). This replaced the aged original Cady drinker. Special thanks to
CDFW, Terry Anderson and Bob Burke for doing the work to coordinate with BLM.

SCBS construction of Cady Too (Photos credit Debbie Miller-Marschke)
Since construction, the Cady Too wildlife drinker has been a huge hit with the Cady Mountain’s desert
bighorn sheep population. There are two important Big Game Guzzlers in the Cady Mountains: Cady Too and
Big Gee’s. The Cady Mountains are east of Barstow, wedged in between where the Interstate 15 and 40 highways
split in Barstow headed for points east. Essentially this Bighorn Sheep population is hemmed in on three sides
by these man-made boundaries. With limited rains and missing monsoons for the 2020 season, water in the Cady
Too system was critical to sustain the bighorn sheep population in this area. SCBS Area Captain, Mike Morgan
and our Satellite Monitoring system have kept CDFW and SCBS up to date as to what was happening with the
water levels and sheep that use the site. SCBS member Andrew Pontious, stepped up to haul water, and monitor
sheep usage in person several times throughout the summer. Pontious reported finding two sheep skeletons near
the drinker; one in July and another in November.

Screenshot of Satellite Water Level monitoring for Cady Too (February 1, 2020 – January 25, 2021)

Bighorn sheep use of Cady Too was high all summer long (Photo credit Andrew Pontious)

Water levels at Cady Too reached critically low levels by January 1, 2021. Doug Appel from SCBS paid
a visit to the site and reported Tank #1 Dry, Tank #2 at 6-inches of water and Tank #3 at less than 3-inches of
water. Appel also reported that the three drinker boxes contained debris and gravel, which was further frustrating
the animals when there are mere inches of precious water left available. He also reported that the rain mat was
covered with sheep pellets, and that one side of the mat had eroding material from the hillside. He reported
finding a third dead sheep. It is important to note here that all of Appel’s reported observations are essential for
the ongoing health of this guzzler system. The Board of Directors was notified about the water emergency and
a “water haul” was quickly organized. Butch Rhodes, captain of the Newberry Big Game Guzzler water hauling
crew, immediately rallied his troops into action. Thanks to Gary Thomas for sending out an email to everyone on
our volunteer list, and to Bob Burke for arranging access to water resources through the Newberry Springs
Community Services District. Butch Rhodes put everything else into place.
There was also a complication that needed to be addressed for this mission to result in success. Our
traditional access route to the Cady Too site involved crossing of the BNSF Railroad tracks at a point north of the
I-40 Freeway. The Railroad had installed gates and we discovered that the SCBS’s and CDFW’s locks were
removed from the gates. Special thanks to SCBS member Rick Halter for donating and coordinating with BNSF
to get our locks back on the gates for access.
On January 9th, Steve and Debbie Marschke hauled 250-gallons of water out to Cady Too and performed
some maintenance to the drinkers that is only possible when the water is low. This maintenance involved
scooping out the stinky muck, gravel, and organic debris that has collected from the last few seasons worth of
sheep usage. There was also the usual scum leftover from dead bees, and some curious tufts of long white hair

Steve (photo by Debbie)

Photo credit Monte Hammer

Photo credit Tim Hays

floating in two of the three drinker boxes. It was a challenge for the two of them to scoot down into the drinker
to work without sliding into the water, which stank like a barnyard sewer. Steve used a repurposed handled
laundry detergent container with the top cut off as a scoop; he punched holes in the bottom which allowed water
to drain like a sieve. Debbie preferred to use a cat litter scoop; both worked well (Steve’s was cheaper – free!)
On January 14th, 2021 the SCBS crew gathered at Newberry Springs Community Services Center at
8 a.m. and loaded with water. There were 10 vehicles hauling water and 12 volunteers total: Butch Rhodes, Doug
Appel, John Nelson, Adam Munson, John Burnham, Duke Doner, Tyler Prendiz, Tim Hays, John Voght, Connor
Weber, Monte Hammer, Jack Ingram, and Frank Rorabaugh. A total of 4,697 gallons was hauled and discharged
into the Cady Too system. A Geologist was amongst the volunteers to look at issues related to earth falling on
rain collection mat. He will be making recommendations for future installs and upcoming replacement of
Newberry guzzler.

John Voght using leaf blower to clean mat (T.Hays)

J. Voght submits “before & after” photos from 1-14-21

On January 25th, Mother Nature relented and we are happy to report measurable rain that added some
water to the Cady BGG. Cady Too has three tanks, each holding 2300 gallons. We are hopeful that the Cady
Mountains receive more rain before the summer season that fills all three tanks to capacity. ~~ article by Scott
Gibson and Debbie Miller Marschke

Bighorn Sheep Have Finally Found & Using “New Vermin Guzzler”
By Scott Gibson
As part of the Mojave National Preserve’s Management Plan for Developed Water Sources, the Vermin
Guzzler (currently located in wilderness) is designated to be removed. A new guzzler, “New Vermin Guzzler”
has been installed outside of wilderness. Since the new guzzler’s construction, bighorn sheep have been pretty
much ignoring it, preferring the old Vermin Guzzler instead.
Due to dry conditions and heavy sheep use in 2020, SCBS had to perform an emergency haul water to the
old Vermin Guzzler on July 24th & 25th, 2020. Over 6000 gallons of water was pumped a distance of
approximately 3000 feet to refill the old guzzler’s tanks.
As of the July water haul date, the “New Vermin Guzzler” had not yet received a single visit from a bighorn
sheep for a drink. Fast forward to 2021, California Department of Fish and Wildlife Biologists can now confirm

that the “New Vermin Guzzler” is starting to see regular bighorn sheep activity. We have already had a visit
from a young GPS collared ram, captured on trail camera. Photo of collared sheep courtesy of CDFW: Rick
Ianniello

Playing With Poop For His 21st
By David M’Greene
After months of delays, Arioch and I finally set out for the Chuckwalla Mountain Wilderness Area. Our
assignment: Collect samples of (hopefully) Bighorn Sheep droppings, survey the area's springs, and
evaluate/confirm water tank locations. Even though we did not see a single Bighorn on this trip, I am happy to
report that it was one of the best quick trips I have ever taken with the boy. I know that Arioch will be putting
together a proper report for the proper channels, but I thought I should report on our activities for the Society.
As usual, we got a late start. Arioch was working on "improving" his Jeep. No problem. I hate looking for
where to make camp in the dark. So leaving early on Sunday the 10th of January worked really well for me. We
took Arioch's Jeep Cherokee (improved), call sign "Baby Tank" and my 4x4 one ton van, call sign "Big
Tank." Our plan was to stop at Chiriaco Summit to fill up the tanks before heading into the Chuckwalla Range
that neither of us had ever been into. Arioch had an idea that we would be able to find some maps of the local
area at Chiriaco Summit's visitor center. He was wrong. Luckily I had looked at a satellite image or two and he
had preloaded his tablet with area information.
Our first stop was South of Desert Center. Named Long Tank on the inaccurate maps, we discovered that it
was a long bowl shaped Tinaja. Filled with surprisingly deep water, we knew we were off to a good
start. Arioch's dog Glacier was with us, and he wasted no time finding us dropping samples. Now Glacier is bad
for forensic evidence, but we were careful to collect samples as per Oregon State University's guidelines. I have
to comment on the delight I took in watching Arioch play with poop just like when he was little. Unlike when he
was little, this time I let him. Samples safely stowed, it was Oscar Mike to the next location.
I won't bore you with a play by play here. Suffice it to say that we found that the majority of "springs" from
Arioch's thirty year old reports were actually guzzlers with underground tanks. Some were better than others, and
most had names like "Benchwalla" and "Leg Bone Walla" or "Crockett-Walla." You get it. We are in the
Chuckwallas. Of course, I have no explanation for the one labeled "Dead Mule Tank." But I am sure Arioch will
supplement my story in the weeks to come. We did also find natural springs. I can not really write about those
because Arioch is being very secretive and I have been informed that as Spring Captain Proxy it is forbidden to
me. He did not say anything about pictures though, so I have included a few.

As a final part to my report, I want to mention that I fit my one ton van through Augustine Pass. If any one
reading this has ever been through that particular pass, they will realize that there were areas there that I literally
had about an inch and a half clearance getting through. That is three dimensionally by the way. While I was
cursing the boy for leading me into this, I can tell you that I felt a whole lot of anxiety about things like the fact
that there is no vehicle that could fit through that pass that would be big enough to move my van if something
broke or went horrifically wrong. Several areas had us moving very large boulders to form bridges for me to rock
climb over. Arioch was very proud of our driving that day, and I guess that night at the fire I was too.
Our final day in the Chuckwallas was on Arioch's twenty first birthday. The off-roading was easy after
Augustine Pass, The water sites were all laid out in order, and the weather was perfect. We spent it doing what
we love and I am glad that I got to see him playing with his dog, mud, and with poop one more time. Arioch
would not let me go to the Patton Museum on our way home, but I am sure that is because he wants me to have
something to look forward to on our next Chuckwalla trip. Happy Birthday Son. ~ D.M.

Here’s what the satellite monitors report on water levels:
Bicket Landels ~ 2.88 ft
Kingston Peak ~ 1.12 ft
Bear Claws ~ 0 ft
Sud’s Hole ~ 0.4 ft
Faydee ~ 1.78 ft
Newberry ~ 1.32 ft
Kerr ~ 4.71 ft
Big Gees ~ 0.5 ft
Rainbow 1 ~ not reporting

Rainbow 5 ~ Not reporting
Sunshine 2 ~ 0.90 ft , .43 ft
Lava 1 ~ not reporting
Lava 2 ~ not reporting
Creosote ~ not reporting
Acacia ~ .966 ft, 1.45 ft
Cady Too ~ 2.56ft , 1.85 ft, and 1.61 ft (3 tanks)
Old Dad ~ 3.43 ft
Vermin (old) ~ not reporting

The Mojave Desert has not been receiving seasonal rain. Butch Rhodes and the water hauling crew in
Barstow have hauled water to the Newberry Guzzler 9 times this season. Normally, they can take a break; they
are already planning their next visit. This last year did not bring any measurable rain, and it looks like some
guzzlers will be out of service soon. All Raincatcher style tanks collected during the 1-26-21 rain event.

Scott Gibson, the SCBS Area Captain coordinator, reports that he is not receiving guzzler inspection
reports from the Area Captains. Why? We hope this is an oversight and not because nobody is doing the
necessary periodic field inspections to make sure the guzzlers are in working order. Right now is the best time
to get out there and take a look at our inventory of guzzlers; the weather is favorable for exposed hiking. We’re
certain that you are sick of hiding at home. The desert calls and you will enjoy the refreshing freedom of wide
open spaces. Invite your friends to drive a second or third vehicle for safety, they will “social distance” in their
own cars. Please take the time to inspect your assigned guzzlers and fill out a guzzler inspection report for
Scott Gibson. He is also requesting quality digital photos of your day, and accurate GPS coordinates so he can
update the records. Better yet, give him a call before you go to make sure you are gathering all the data we
needed.

The “Lion Tank”
By Rick Halter
A few years ago I was out hiking in a remote canyon here in our Mojave Desert. No people and no off
road vehicles, not even tracks. I was looking for something a friend had found on Google Earth. I had my camera,
and several miles from where I parked I came up on a small Tenaja. I could see water in the bottom and a number
of tracks from coyote, fox and maybe bobcat. The hole had been dug out to a depth of about 2 feet. I had heard
of these, but had never seen one. I continued up the canyon just a little further and found petroglyphs. I got pretty
excited. I took a bunch of pictures and returned to my vehicle as it was getting late.
Many months later I took a trusted friend here and showed him what I had found, the Glyphs. We went a
little further up canyon and discovered a dead ram. Too far gone to say how it had died. Just a little further we
found a dead ewe. Same as the ram, no sign of how it died, too long since it had happened. We left the canyon at
that point and I knew I would be back. I was finally able to return months later and went even further past the dead
bighorns. I found a large Tenaja: 20+ feet across and deep with just a little standing water. There were many
tracks of bighorn but the one set that stood out were the mountain lion tracks. I put down my driver’s license for
scale and took a few pictures. I set up a couple of trail cameras and left.
It took some time but I finally got bighorn sheep and lion pictures. I only checked the cameras every 3 or
4 months. Jump forward to 2020. I had been involved as a volunteer on a bighorn sheep

capture with the Department of Fish and Wildlife. The way I came into that is a whole other story. I've also been
invited out on guzzler refills and was able to attend one.
I enjoy going out to the remote places here in the desert and taking pictures as well as setting up my trail
cameras for the elusive bighorn sheep. Here recently (Dec 19 2020) I was out early in the morning to swap SD
cards and batteries on some trail cameras. On my way home I came through Afton Canyon and witnessed a ewe
and her lamb. This lamb could not have been more than a week or two old. I was so surprised that one would be
born in winter. But after thinking and talking with others I do realize that we have some pretty fair temperatures
as far as the Sheep are concerned. Just a week later I checked one of my trail cameras and got another ewe and
lamb. This ewe has a collar. I know the two ewes are different because one has a collar and one does not. And it
also appears the one on the hilltop has a broken horn. I still have cameras out there and I go as often as possible
to just sit and watch the sun come up and hope to see the Desert Bighorn Sheep.

Same Tinaja! What a difference a few days make.

California CDFW to deliver Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep status report: 4/14/2021
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife has initiated a 5-year Status Review Report on Sierra Nevada
bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis sierrae). The Department anticipates delivering the report to the Commission at
its April 14, 2021 meeting. The Commission may discuss the report at its June 16, 2021 meeting.
Pursuant to Fish and Game Code section 2077 subdivision (a), the California Department of Fish and Wildlife is
required to notify any person who has notified the California Fish and Game Commission, in writing with their
address, of their interest in a species listed under the California Endangered Species Act. If you have information
on the status of the Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep population that you would like the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife to consider while conducting the 5-year Status Review you may submit it
to: WildlifeMgt@wildlife.ca.gov.
More information on 5-year Status Reviews can be found at :
https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Conservation/CESA/Five-Year-Reviews

Lamb coming in for a drink

“Hurry Up!”

Monte Hammer photos

R12 – Little Fargo Drinker
When the “Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep” (SCBS) area captain coordinator contacted
me back in June of 2020 I had no idea how obsessed I would become with a herd of bighorn sheep in the Little
San Bernardino Mountains just outside Joshua Tree National Park.
I had participated in a couple projects with SCBS and had heard about SCBS’s “Area Captain Program, I
decided I would like to volunteer and contact the Area Captain Coordinator to see if I could become an area
captain for some of the drinkers. Unexpectedly he contacted me first, asking if I would be interested in checking
on R-12 the Little Fargo drinker. After a short email exchange he sent me all the information and I started making
plans to hike out and do an inspection.
At that time (June 2020), Temperatures at the Little Fargo location were running well above 105° so
making the 6 mile hike would have to wait for the heat wave to break.
Trip #1
Finally on August 31, 2020 they were predicting lower temperatures so my long time hiking friend Brian
Schwab and I decided to make the hike out. Upon arrival at the drinker we were greeted with the grossest water
source I had ever seen. The drinker box is a poly tank with a sloped concrete floor about 4 ft deep with three 2,000 gallon tanks tucked away inside a camouflaged stuccoed over enclosure. The level in the box was about 2
feet high and what we saw appeared to be animal poop and dead bees. As we began to shovel out the crud we
eventually discover it was almost a foot thick with dirty water underneath. Below the crud and under the water
we discovered a layer of fine sand so we continued shoveling that out as the level in the tank dropped to about 10
to 11" when suddenly water started bubbling up into the drinker box from the storage tanks. With a little more
shoveling and scooping we actually ended up with more water than when we arrived with 30" in the drinker and
only a few dead bees floating on the top.
Our attention then turned to the retention dam and collection pipe that was built across the waterfall located
45 to 50 feet north of the storage tanks. There we discovered that the retention dam was completely sanded in.
The two of us shoveled enough to expose the intake filter but the rising temperatures forced us to stop after
exposing the entrance elbow and about two feet of the homemade filter pipe. Clearly we were not going to finish
this and we made plans to solicit more help and return in the future to complete the dig out. At least we had
exposed enough that if the area received a summer monsoon we would capture some of it. This dam retention
area we would discover on a later trip is huge. The dam extends about 25 ft across the canyon waterfall, 4 ft wide
and 2-3 ft deep and extends about 15 ft upstream of the elbow.

Sheep coming in for a drink when we moved out of the way - Monte Hammer photos
We took some measurements along with pictures and made a list of things we would need for a future trip to
complete the dig out and repairs. The amazing part of the trip was there were sheep, lots of sheep! As we were
working, sheep began to appear on the high ridges on both sides of the canyon and stood there watching us work.
As we started our hike out of the canyon we took a count and there were 14 sheep standing on the ridge looking
down at us as they had for over 3 hours.
Trip #2
Our second trip in was on September 26, 2020 with one additional volunteer, Brian’s wife Michelle. The
three of us spend approximately two hours again shoveling the retention dam and collection area. As well we had
brought a pipe wrench and cheater bar to access the tanks to look inside. On this trip the sheep again appeared on
the ridge while we were shoveling, but to our amazement this time they didn't stay on the ridge but they came
down to drink out of the drinker box while we were just yards away shoveling. More importantly we discovered
the water level had dropped from the heavy usage by 6 inches and we also discovered a dead lamb carcass up
stream of the dam.

Bighorn Ram watching us work

SCBS Volunteer Brian Schwab performing drinker maintenance,
August 31,2020 (Monte Hammer photos)

Trip #3
I recruited more help to return for our third trip on November 14, 2020 to complete the dig out of the
retention basin and check the water level and trail camera. For this trip I had Brian and Michelle Schwab and
Dennis Committe to help do the digging. Once again as we were digging the sheep appeared on the ridge tops
and within minutes a dozen sheep had moved down to drink out of the box as we watched from the dam.

The water level had dropped again approximately 6" leaving only 17" in the tanks and box. With the rate the level
was dropping we calculated if the sheep continue to consume the water at the current rate it would be completely
gone by mid-January. This trip we found the carcass of young ram just feet below the storage tank enclosure. I
believe I actually caught an image of this sick ram on my trail camera most likely just days before it died.
Trip #4
Here it is now mid-January; we've had a few rain episodes so Brian and I made the hike again on the 23ed
basically as we were anxious to see the water levels. As we climbed up to look in the drinker box it was
disappointing to see the water level had not risen but it was also good to see that there were was still 16" of water
in the box. The rain gauge showed that there was only a small trace of rain but not enough to add anything to the
storage tanks. Clearly the rains and the greening up of the area had allowed the Sheep to disperse and the usage
here was much less over the past few months.
As I write this it's raining again at my house and snowing in the higher elevations so I can only hope and
pray that some will fall in Little Fargo Canyon above the dam. We will be watching and continue to maintain the
Little Fargo drinker system so the Bighorn Sheep in that area are sure to have a summertime source of water.
Article by Monte Hammer, mhammer2121@gmail.com , (951) 809-5457

Mom and a youngster visiting Little Fargo for a drink: Photo Monte Hammer

Status of San Gabriel Census
The San Gabriel Mountains Bighorn Sheep Census has been cancelled for the 2021 year due to the adverse
impact of the Covid 19 restrictions. No Helicopter. No group gatherings allowed. Stay tuned for next year.

THANK YOU, Ralph Eibens, for your donation to the ongoing production of the Sheep Sheet

2020 SCBS Board of Directors
Terry Anderson
Bryan Cimarusti
Jeff Crouse
Scott Gibson
Stevan Hart
Jennifer Hinojosa
Mark LeCompte
Norm Lopez

760-408-7118
323-842-0024
760-680-9819
909-210-0548
714-323-4843
760-246-3115
661-904-3408
805-431-2824

Steve Marschke
David M’Greene
Mike Morgan
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Glenn Sudmeier
Gary Thomas
Dave Smith

310-543-1862
626-422-2174
760-249-5632
562-697-7232
760-389-2498
951-206-6410
760-617-3291

Monthly Meeting
The SCBS Board of Directors meets at about 7:00 p.m. on the 2 nd Tuesday of each month. Due to the Coronavirus
and stay-at-home quarantine guidelines, meetings have been occurring as scheduled using the Zoom virtual
platform. In person meetings will resume when it is deemed safe for meetings, and when Bass Pro allows it.

In Memoriam ~~ Joe Steinmetz
It is with great sadness that I announce that
our great volunteer and friend, Joe Steinmetz, passed

away on December 13, 2020. He was 91 ½ years old.
Joe was one of the toughest guys I have ever met. I
can still remember camping with him at SCBS
projects, he would always sleep on a cot with a
sleeping bag no matter what mother nature doled out.
On a particular project in the Kingston Mountains,
the weather turned hellishly blustery. Relentless rain
was sheeting sideways, and the howling high winds
just about launched tents with the occupants inside.
Joe remained on his cot, wrapping a blue tarp around
himself like a burrito. I am not the only person who
can tell this story; I have heard various repeats of the
same situation from his friends. The next morning
Joe would arise before the sun came up, barking us
awake with his signature phrase “ Let’s go! We’re
burning daylight!” He will be buried at Riverside
National Cemetery, but his family writes: “I’m sure
he is out wandering around the desert somewhere”
~~ by Debbie Miller Marschke

THE SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP
A California Non-Profit Organization is looking for:
Sportsmen and Conservationists who are concerned about our California Desert Bighorn sheep and who are willing to get involved to
make a difference. Be a part of history with our program to put bighorn sheep back in their historical ranges. The Society works with
the California Department of Fish and Game and the Bureau of Land Management in programs such as: sheep transplanting and
propagation; habitat improvement; wildlife census; research and development; and many more. If this sounds exciting and fulfilling to
you, then fill out the following application and join the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep today! Check our website at:

www.desertbighorn.org
**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP
Attn: SCBS Membership Chairman John Nelson
24925 Chicory Ct.
Stevenson Ranch, CA 91381
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______________
Phone: (H) _________________________

(W) _____________________________

E-Mail Address (Optional): _______________________________________________
Make checks payable to: SCBS
Annual ………………$35.00/Year New _____ Renewal _____
Student (Full Time). $20.00/Year New _____
Life ………………….$300.00

New _____

Renewal _____
___option:3 Qtrly Pmt of ($100.00)

Corporate ………….$1000.00/Year
Enclosed is my Tax Deductible check for $_______ which includes my contribution of $________ to help you
support desert wildlife.
Please send me information on the Society’s desert water projects. Yes ___ No ____
Where did you hear about SCBS? __________________________________________
SCBS Sponsor: _________________________________________________________
************************************************************************
Application Received: ______
Funding Received: _______
Voted In: ______

Member Card Sent: ______

